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Let H”, 1 < p < co, denote the usual Hardy spaces on the unit disk d = (1~1 <: 11. 
If I is an inner function, the associated composition operator, C,, is defined on HP 
by C,(j) = f 0 I, and its range is denoted HP 0 I. This paper characterizes such 
ranges. 
THEOREM. A closed subspace M of HP, 1 < p ( to (weak-* closed ifp = a3), is 
of the form HP 0 I if and only if M contains the constants and the inner factors of 
all its members. 
This characterization is stated and proved in much greater generality, beginning 
with subspaces of arbitrary L co spaces and using a notion of inner divisors. Among 
the consequences are a variant of Wermer’s theorem on embedding disks in 
maximal ideal spaces and a result on linear isometries of H”). The ranges of 
composition operators C, when 2 is not necessarily inner are characterized. In 
particular, relatively closed sets E cd of zero logarithmic and zero analytic 
capacity are characterized in terms of the algebras of bounded analytic functions on 
A invariant under corresponding Fuchsian groups, The paper concludes with an 
example of a uniformly closed subalgebra of Hm which contains the constants and 
the inner factors of its members, but is not of the form Ha o I. 
Let A be the open unit disk in the complex plane and let HP, 1 < p < 00, 
denote the usual Hardy spaces on the unit circle. An inner function I is an 
element of H” with II/= 1 almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on the circle aA. The associated composition operator, C,, is 
defined on HP by C,(f) = f o I and has range denoted HP 0 I. Such 
compositions have arisen frequently, for example, in the work of Forelli [4] 
and others on the isometries of Hardy spaces and in the work of Abrahamse 
[I] and Nordgren [9] on reducing subspaces for Toeplitz operators. The 
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motivation for this paper was the following result of Ball [2] which charac- 
terizes the ranges of these composition operators. For 1 < p < 00, HP is 
given the norm topology it inherits from Lp, and for p = 00, H” is given the 
weak-* topology it inherits as a subspace of L”O = (L ‘)*. 
THEOREM (Ball). A closed subspace M of HP, 1 < p < 03, is of the form 
HPoIifandonlyif 
(i) 1 E M and M contains a non-constant function, 
(ii) iffEMandgEH”OnMthenfgEM, 
(iii) iff E M has factorization f = JF, where J is inner and F is outer, 
thenJEMandFEM, 
(iv) if {B,IaEA} is a collection of inner functions in M, then the 
greatest common divisor of (B,] is also in M, and 
(v) iff E M and B E M, where B is inner and i?f E HP, then gf E M. 
The proof uses certain expectation operators associated with inner 
functions. By studying inner functions that are universal covering maps of 
sets in d whose complements have zero logarithmic capacity, Stephenson 
[ 1 l] was able to give a function-theoretic proof of the above theorem and 
extend it to other spaces. This proof eliminated hypothesis (v), and 
Stephenson [1 l] asked if hypothesis (iv) might also be eliminated. We will 
eliminate hypotheses (ii), (iv), and (v), weaken hypothesis (iii) and generalize 
the theorem to subspaces of arbitrary L”O spaces. 
On the unit disk our theorem takes the following form. A subspace M of 
HP has inner divisors at z0 E A if whenever f E M with f(zo) = 0 and f not 
identically zero, there is an inner function I E M such that f/I E HP and 
df/l)(z,) # 0. For example, if the inner factor of every f E M is itself in M, 
then M has inner divisors at all points of A. If I is a constant inner function, 
we adopt the convention that HP 0 I will denote the constants. Two points, z, 
and z2, in A are separated by a subspace M if there is an f E M with 
f(z,> ff(z*)- 
THEOREM 1. A closed subspace M of HP, 1 < p < a, is of the form 
HP 0 I tf and only tf M contains the constants and has inner divisors at two 
points of A which are separated by M. 
It is clear that a subspace of the form HP 0 I contains the constants and 
has inner divisors at all points of A. The difftculty in the proof is eliminating 
hypothesis (iv) in Ball’s theorem. We remark that in the case where M is a 
closed subspace of H* satisfying the latter conditions of the theorem, the 
theorem implies M is in fact a subalgebra of H”O. 
In Section 1, we prove our main theorem, which implies Theorem 1. In 
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Section 2 we derive a variant of Wermer’s theorem on embedding disks in 
maximal ideal spaces. In Section 3, we characterize subalgebras of H” 
which are the ranges of composition operators C,, where Z is not necessarily 
inner. In Section 4, we use two notions of inner divisors to characterize the 
relatively closed sets E cd of zero logarithmic capacity or zero analytic 
capacity, in terms of the algebras of bounded analytic functions on d 
invariant under corresponding Fuchsian groups. We conclude, in Section 5, 
with an example of a uniformly closed subalgebra of H* which satisfies 
hypotheses (i)-(v) of Ball’s theorem, yet is not of the form Ha) 0 I. 
1. INNER DIVISORS IN SUBSPACES OF L* 
Let P be a regular Bore1 measure on a compact Hausdorff space X. The 
algebra L”OC,u) carries a weak-* topology as the dual space of L’(u). By 
H”(p) we will denote any weak-* closed subalgebra of Loo(u) containing the 
constants. We adopt the convention of identifying a function in Ha(p) with 
its Gelfand transform on &(H”O(u)), the maximal ideal space of Ha(u). For 
a point v, in M(H”(u)), a representing measure is a positive measure m on 
A(Hm(,u)) such that 
for all f E H”(u). It is a Jensen measure if 
1% If(dl <) log Ifl dm 
for all f E Hm@). A point of &(Ha(,u)) is weak-* continuous if it is 
continuous in the weak-* topology which H”O(,u) inherits from L”O@). An 
inner function is any HW(,u) function Z with III = 1 on aHa( the Shilov 
boundary of H”O(u). We let Hm 0 Z denote the weak-* closure of the 
polynomials in I. The reason for the notation H”O o Z is contained in the last 
statement of the next theorem. If M is a subset of Ha(u), we say M has 
inner divisors at a point q in A(Hm(u)) if whenever f E M with f(q) = 0 
and f is not identically zero, there is an inner function Z E M such that 
fll E H”O(u) and (flZ)(rp) # 0. A Gleason part P of M(Hm(,u)) is total if 
whenever f E H”(u) and f vanishes on all of P, thenf is identically zero. For 
example, let ,D be the area measure on a bounded plane domain g and let 
Ha(‘,u) be the set of bounded analytic functions on @. If M has no 
removable singularities, then 8 is a total Gleason part of A(Hm(u)). 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose P is a total Gleason part of A(H”(p)) containing 
at least two weak-* continuous points p, and p2. Let M be a weak-* closed 
subspace of H”O(,u) separating ‘p, and p2. The subspace M is of the form 
H* 0 I for some inner function I tf and only if M contains the constants and 
has inner divisors at (pl and p2. Moreover, in this case, there is an isometric 
algebra-isomorphism A of M onto H”O such that tf FE M then F(a) = 
AF(I(a)) for all a E P. 
Clearly Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 in the case p = co. We remark that 
two points (D, and qp2 are needed in the statement of the theorem, for if M = 
(f E H”O: f ‘(0) = 0) then M is a closed subspace of H” with inner divisors 
at 0, but M is not of the form H” o Z for any inner function I. The 
assumption that M contains the constants is also needed. In fact the proof 
below shows that if we assume only that M has inner divisors at (pi and (pz, 
then M is of the form J(H” 0 1) for some inner functions I and J. 
Proof. Suppose M is of the form H” o I. The inner function I is not 
constant, since M separates p, and v)*. If jr(@)/ = 1 at some point cp E P, then 
Z is constant on the support of any representing measure for p. Since any two 
points in P have mutually absolutely continuous representing measures, I 
would be constant on P. This is impossible since P is total and thus (11 < 1 
on all of P. Consequently, if Ii = (I- l(pj))/(l - I(qj) Z), j = 1, 2, then Zj is 
inner and Hm 0 I = Hm o Ij. To prove M has inner divisors at rp,, j = 1, 2, 
we first show {Ijg: g E H* 0 I} is weak-* closed. By the Krein-Smulian 
theorem, it is enough to prove that the intersection of this set with the unit 
ball in Ha(p) is weak-* closed. Let f be a weak-* limit point of (Ijg,} with 
g, E H” o Z and 11 g,ll, = llZjg,(lm < 1. Since the unit ball of Ha 0 I is 
weak-* compact, { g,} has a weak-* cluster point g E Hm 0 I. Thus f = Ijg, 
g E H* 0 I. This extra argument involving the Krein-Smulian theorem is 
needed since Ij is not necessarily unimodular on the support of ~1. 
Now if f E H” o Z and f(pj) = 0, then f is in the weak-+ closure of 
{Zj(p o Ij): p is a polynomial} since ‘pj is weak-* continuous. That closure is 
Zj(Hm o Zj) by the above remark, so f = Ij g for some g E H” 0 I. 
Now if for each n, there is a g, E H” o I with f = Iyg,, then for a E P, 
If (aI < I&W Ilf IL- Th is would imply f E 0 on P, and since P is total, 
f z 0. Thus the inner divisor off at qj is Zj’ for some n if f & 0. 
Now suppose M contains the constants and has inner divisors at cp, and 
pp2. Since M is weak-* closed and vi and o2 are weak-* continuous, there is 
a function Z E M, such that I@,) = 0, llZ1la < 1 and 
I(& = sup(lf(qz)l:f E M,&,) = 0, ano IIS Ilrn Q 11. 
Since M separates ‘p, and pz and since 9, and qz are in the same part, we 
have 0 < \1(~,,)l < 1. 
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LEMMA 1. The extremal function I is inner and unique. Moreover if 
f E M and f(ql) = 0, then f/I E Ha@). 
Proof of Lemma 1. Since M has inner divisors at 5p,, I = JB, where 
J E M is inner, J(cp,) = 0 and 0 E P’@). Since I is extremal, 1 e@,)( = 1. 
Since )1811,, = 1, 19 must be constant by the argument given earlier. This 
proves I is inner. If K is another such inner function in M, then (I+ K)/2 is 
also extremal and hence inner. This is only possible if I = K on OH”. To 
prove I divides all functions in M vanishing at vi, let g E M with g(ol) = 
g(oz) = 0. For each complex number I, write I + Ig = J,h,, where JA is 
inner, JA EM and hn(ql) # 0. Let dm, be a Jensen measure for ‘pz on 
ZP@). Then 
1% Ih,&dl Q J log II + 44 dm,. 
By Fubini’s theorem, writing 1= re’“, with r 11 gll, < 1, 
jz= log I h,ih)l g GjjZn 
0 0 
log(~+re’“g1~dm,=jloglzldm~=O. 
We conclude that either there is an a with log Ih,,, (qz)l < 0 or 
log Ih,,i,(rp,)( = 0 for all a. In the first case, IJA(q2)l > I(1 + Ig)(rp,)( = (I( 
for 1 = re’=, contradicting the choice of I. Consequently I@,) = I JA(q,)l . 
lh,(cp,)l = IJA(dl. BY the uniqueness of4 JA = (Jn(~d/l JAh)I) - I, and so I 
divides I + Ag. But then I divides g. Now if f E M and f (cpi) = 0, then g = 
f - (f ((p2)/I((p2)) I E M and is divisible by I. We conclude that I divides f in 
Hm@) as desired. 
LEMMA 2. f= (I - I(o,))/(l -I@*) I) E M and iff E M with f (p2) = 0 
then f/fE P’(p). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let J E M satisfy J(ql) = sup{) f (cpl)l: f E M, 
f(lP*)=Ov Ilfll, < 119 so J(q,) = 0 and l/Jllm Q 1. By the proof of Lemma 1, 
J is inner and f/J E Hm@) for all f E M with f ((p2) = 0. Since J divides 
I - I(v)& we may write (I- I(po,))/( 1 - I(tp2) I) = Jh for some h E W’(u) 
with I( h )jo3 = 1. Evaluating this expression at pi, we have Il(o,)l Q IJ(p,)l. On 
the other hand, I divides J - J((pl), so that (J - J(q,))/( 1 - J((p,) J) = Ik for 
some k E Hw(,u) with II kll, = 1. Evaluating this latter expression at oz, we 
have I J(cp,)l < 11(q2)l. This proves Ih( = 1 = llhll,, and hence h is 
constant. 
Let dm, be a representing measure for P, on aHa@). 
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LEMMA 3. Hm o Z E M. Furthermore iff E M with aj = j fF dm,, then 
for N = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Proof of Lemma 3. The first assertion will follow if we show ZN E M, for 
N= 1, 2, 3 ).... This and the second assertion will be proved by induction. 
The case N = 1 has already been proved. Consider the extremal problem 
By the proof of Lemma 1, there exists a unique extremal function Z, E M 
with IN&) = A,, IN/IN-’ E Hm(,u), (ZN/ZN-‘)((p,) = 0, and IN is inner. 
Moreover, if f E M, if flZN-’ E H”O@), and if (flZ”-‘)(qi) = 0, then 
f/ZN E H”(p). The variation, of course, to be used in that proof is IN + Ag, 
where g E M, g/ZN-’ E H”O(.u), ( g/ZN- ‘)(qi) = 0, and g(rpz) = 0. Now 
I”= Z-Z@,) 
N-l -. 
- 
1 - a4 z 
= -a4 + (1 - Ia412) c md-’ zj j=l 
+ (1 - Iz(cp*12Mcp,)N-’ I  
* 1 -Z(P*)Z 
If we make the inductive assumption that Zj E M, j = 1,2,..., N - 1, we see 
that h = I”/( 1 - Z(rp,) Z) E M. Since (h/ZN- ‘)((pJ = 0, the above reasoning 
shows h/l, E H=‘(p) and hence L =ZN/ZN E Hm@). By definition, 
IN = ZN-‘K, where K E H”O@) is inner. This shows IN = IN-‘KL and hence 
IG4l< IWcpdl. But V,v - ZN((P~))I(Z- %4) E HmCu) by Lemma 2, and 
equals KKZN-’ -Z”-‘(V~~))/(Z-Z(V)~))I +Z”-‘(~P,>[(K-K(~~>>~(Z-I(~P,))I. 
Since the first term lies in Hm&) and Z(v)*) # 0, (K - K(v)?))/(Z - Z(q,)) E 
H”(p). Since K(o,) = 0, IK(pz)j < 1 so we may write 
where .Z E Hm(,u) is inner. Evaluating this expression at (pi shows that 
Thus K(cp,) =I(& = K(V)*) L(rp,), so that L(p,,) = 1. This proves L is 
constant and hence Z, =ZN. Finally f - C~=Y: ajZj = (f - Cyz$ ajZ’) - 
a,_ ,ZN-‘. The righthand side of this equality is divisible by IN-‘, 
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by inductive assumption. Moreover s (df - CyZi ajlj)/l”- ‘) dm, = 
I~-‘dm,-a,_,=O,sothat 
This completes the induction and the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. M = H* o I. 
Proof of Lemma 4. The idea is to use the analog of the Cesiro means to 
approximatefe M. IffE M, let a,(f) = (l/n) CJ:d Cjk=0 a,Ik, where ak = 
lp dm, . If K,(eiX) denotes the usual nth Cesaro mean of CT, eikx then a 
short computation shows that 
%(f> = I f(C) K,W) I> dml (0. 
Since K, 2 0, II~,(f>llw < Ilfll, IIJ”K,W)O dM3l, = llfll,~ and hence 
{o,(f)} has a weak-* cluster point g E H”O 0 I G M, with 11 gllm < Ilfli,. The 
lemma will be proved when we show g =J 
First we show that if {h,} is a bounded net in Hm 0 I converging weak-* 
to h E H”O o I, then the coefficients b,,, = (h,p dm, converge to b, = 
j hi-k dm, for each k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Since p, is weak-* continuous on HmCp), 
(b,,,} converges to b,. Make the inductive assumption that {b,,,} converges 
to b,, for k = 0, l,..., N - 1. By Lemma 3, H,,N = (h, - cf:i bk,8 Ik)/IN E 
Ha@). Since {H4,N} is bounded, it converges to HN = (h - xF:i bkIk)/IN. 
By the weak-* continuity of p,, b,,, = J” H,,, dm, converges to b,= 
hd’% completing the induction. 
Now fix n>O. IfN>n, 
The first term converges to zero as N-t co and the second term is zero by 
Lemma 3. We conclude that the sequence {( oN(f dm,} converges to 
sfldm,. But by the above argument it also converges to ( gr” dm, , so we 
conclude [ (f - g) ?’ dm, = 0 for n = 0, l,.... By Lemma 3, (f - g)/I” E 
Ha@) for n = 1, 2,... 
Now if o E P, l(f- g)(p)/ < [I(q . 2 Ilfll,, for each n. Since II(o)1 < 1, 
(f- g)(p) = 0. Since P is total, f = g. This proves, in fact, that {on(f)} 
converges to f; weak-*. 
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LEMMA 5. There is an algebra-isomorphism A of M onto Hm such that 
ifF E M, then llFlloo = llAFlla, and F(a) =AF(I(a)), for all a E P. 
Proof of Lemma 5. First note that if FE M with a,(F) as in Lemma 4, 
we may write 
F-on(F)= 
j-1 
x ka,J’ 
k=O n 
By Lemma 3, the first term is divisible by I’ in Ha(p). Consequently, if 
aEPand ifj<n, then 
IcF -un(F))(a)l < I1(a)lj (2 IlFlL, + (( z. iaklk (( ) + /I z. rakz’// . 
to 00 
Letting n -+ co and then letting j-1 co shows that (F - u,(F))(a) converges 
to 0. 
We obtain /1 by refining what we did in Lemma 4. Fix FE M and write 
a,(F) = p,, o I, where p,, is an ordinary polynomial. The range of Z on 
aHm(u) must be the entire unit circle; otherwise there is a polynomial r with 
IIZ(r 0 I) - 1 IL -c 1, contradicting I@,) = 0. Consequently, (Ipnlloo < 
Il~,(F)llw <IlFll, - Ch oose a subsequence p, converging pointwise on A to 
some f E H*. Then for each k > 0, 
J” f(eie) ePike $ = lim J” pnj(ei”) eeike $ 
where the last equality follows from the argument in the proof of Lemma 4. 
We see then that f is uniquely determined by F, and we define AF =J 
Clearly II must then be linear, and by the argument at the end of the proof of 
Lemma 4, one-to-one. Because IIPnlloo < II Fllco, II AFII, < II Fll,. 
Fix g E H” and let s, be its nth Cesiro mean. Then IJs, 0 II), < II gJI, and 
s,@(a)) converges to g(Z(a)) for each a E P. Since {s, o I} is bounded, it has 
a weak-* cluster point G E Hm o I. For each k > 0, 
I g(eie> pike g = lim j s,(e’“) eeike -$
=lim (s,oI)I-kdm,= Gfkdm,. 
I s 
Consequently, AG = g and n maps Hm@) onto Hm. Also, (I GJJ, < )I gl\, = 
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IIWI, ; with the opposite inequality above this shows A is an isometry. By 
the observation at the beginning of the proof, for a E P, iff = /iF, then 
f(Z(a)) = lim p,(Z(a)) = lim a,(F)(a) = F(a). 
This also shows n is multiplicative. Indeed, if F and GE M, there is an 
H E M with A(F) A(G) = n(H) and F(a) G(a) = H(a) for all a E P. Since P 
is total, FG = H. 
Proof of Theorem 1 when 1 < p < 03. The necessity of the latter 
condition in the statement of Theorem 1 follows exactly as in the case 
p = co. For the converse, suppose M is a norm closed subspace of HP with 
inner divisors at z1 and z2 EA. Without loss of generality we may assume 
z, = 0. Now Mn Ha) is a weak-* closed subspace of Hm with inner divisors 
at zi and z2. By Theorem 2, M n H”O = Hm 0 Z for some inner function Z 
with Z(0) = 0. Thus HP o Z c M, and iff E M with uj = j fl(d13/2n), then 
f - Cy=-i ajzj E HP. 
ZN 
To see this, assume it is true with N replaced by N - 1 and note that 
(0) - aN- I 
If J E M is inner with 
f - Cyrt UjZj E Hp 
J 
and 
then J/IN- ’ E HP and (J/ZN- l)(O) = 0. By Lemma 3, .Z/ZN E H”. Thus 
(f - ,JJ~z~ ujZi)/ZN E HP for N= 1, 2, 3,.... This gives us the analog of 
Lemma 3 for HP, 1 < p < 00. 
To complete the proof, fix f E M. Define a,(f) as in the proof of 
Lemma 4 and let a,(f) = p, o Z for some polynomial p,. Note that 
IIP, o 4, = II%(f)llp G Ilf Ilp * IFnIL = Ilfll,. Since w9 = 07 IlPnllp = 
II Pn o Zllp- Thus { Pn 1 is a normal family on d. Choose a subsequence pnj 
converging uniformly on compact subsets of A to some function g analytic 
on A. Then g E HP, and it is enough to show g o Z = J 
Fix it > 0. As in the last part of the proof of Lemma 4, we have 
j df - uN(f )) I”(dt9/27r) converging to 0 as N--t 00. Thus l (pni o I) i”(d8/27r) 
converges to a, = J fl’(&3/27c) as nj + co. Since Z(0) = 0, 
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i(goI)I”~=jg(e’e)e-‘DR~ 
= lim I pnj(eie) ePine $ 
=lim (~,oI)T”g=n,. 1 
By the analog of Lemma 3 above applied to f - g 0 I, (f - g 0 1)/Z” E HP 
for n = 1,2,.... Therefore, g o I = f, and the proof is complete. 
If we make a stronger assumption about our subspace M, we can extend 
our theorem to some spaces other than HP, 1 < p < co. Let X be one of the 
spaces HP, 0 < p < co, N* (Smirnov class), BC (bounded characteristic), or 
BMOA (analytic functions of bounded mean oscillation). Let M be a 
subspace of X such that M n H* is weak-* closed. This would occur, for 
example, if M is a relatively closed subset of X under uniform convergence 
on compact subsets of A. Each f E X can be written as f = KO/J, where K 
and J are inner with no common inner factors and t9 is outer. We say a 
subspace M of X has inner factorization if the factor K is in M whenever 
f E M. Finally, for I inner we let X o I = {f 0 I: f E X}. 
COROLLARY 1. A subspace M of X is of the form X o I for some inner 
function I if and only if A4 contains the constants and has innerfactorization. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Since composition with an inner Z preserves the 
factorization described above, any subspace of the form X 0 Z has inner 
factorization. Conversely, if A4 contains the constants and has inner 
factorization M f7 H”O = H“’ o I for some inner function I. If j~l] ( 1 and if 
I, = (I- I(&))/( 1 -I(a) 1) then H”O oZ=H=‘oZ,. So if f E M, the inner 
factor off -f(a) is divisible by I,. We conclude that if 1(a) = I($), with a, 
/I E A, then f(a) = f@?). By theorems of Stephenson [11, 121, f = g 0 I for 
some g E X. These ideas can also be extended to other spaces as described 
in [12]. 
2. EMBEDDING ANALYTIC DISKS 
In the case that M = Ha(u), the proof of Theorem 2 simplifies 
considerably. Due to the similarity in this case to a theorem of Wermer, we 
felt it would be of interest o deduce the following version. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose P is a Gleason part of d(H”O@)) containing 
two weak-* continuous points cp, and (p2 and suppose ‘p, has a representing 
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measure dm, with closed support equal to aHa( If for each f E H*(u) 
with f(ql) = 0, there is an inner function J with J((p,) = 0 and f/JE H*(p), 
then there exists an inner function I such that 
where Z is the ideal of functions vanishing identically on P. The inner 
function I is a homeomorphism of P onto A and induces an isometric algebra- 
isomorphism of H”O(u)/Z onto H”. Moreover, Z consists precisely of those 
functions in HW(p) which are infinitely divisible by I. 
This corollary should be compared, for example, with Theorem 7.1, 
p. 133, in Gamelin [5]. 
Proof of Corollary 2. First, note that if h E Hm(u) with ]] h (Ice < 1 and 
Ih( = 1, then h is constant. For Ih( = 1 implies Ih(q,)j = 1, since v), 
and v)* have some mutually absolutely continuous representing measures, and 
then the condition on the measure dm, implies h is constant. 
Define I as in the proof of Theorem 2. With the observation above, the 
proof of Lemma 1 is still valid since it requires only the divisibility property 
assumed in this corollary. Lemma 2 is not needed, since Lemma 3 follows 
by induction when M = Hm(,u). 
Indeed if 
g=f -CEiakIk 
I” E H”@), 
where ak = fix dm,, .I 
then g((pl> = a, and (g - g(q+))/I E H”@); hence (f - cZ=, akzk)/ 
I”+’ E Ha(p). 
Define Z, = (FE Hm(u): JFI-k dm, = 0, k = 0, 1,2 ,... } = {FE H”(u): 
F/Zk E H”O(,u), k = 0, 1, 2,...}. The latter description shows that Z, is a weak- 
* closed ideal. The proof of Lemma 4 is valid except that we can only 
deduce that Hm@) = H”O o I + Z, . 
The proof of Lemma 5 needs only slight modification. For FE Ha(p), we 
use the polynomials p,, to obtain a function f E Hm with 
If (e’“) eWike(d8/2n) = l Ffk d m,, k > 0. Thus we can define a map /i from 
Ha(u) to H”O by letting AF = f: In essence, F = f 0 I + z for some z E Z, , 
where f o I denotes a weak-* cluster point of {s, 0 I}, s, the nth Cesiro mean 
of J: In particular, /1 is one-to-one, modulo Z,. We have llf (Im < 
SUP” IIP~IL < IIJ’IL. If J’, EF+Z, then ~nV’l)=~,P’), so Ml, < lIFIIl, 
also. Therefore ll/iFll~ = I( f ]lrn < dist(F, Z,). 
Given g E H”O we can use its Cesaro means s, as in the proof of Lemma 5 
to obtain G E H”O(,n) with /iG = g. Since (IG]], < ]]nG]lm, dist(G, Z,) ,< 
]]/iG]],. With the opposite inequality above, we see that /i is an isometry of 
Hmh)/Z, onto H”. As before, /i is multiplicative. 
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Note that Z, C_ Z = {FE Ha@): F(a) = 0, a E P}, Thus the represen- 
tation Hm@) = H”O 0 Z + Z, implies I: P -+ A is injective. It is also surjective, 
for suppose p E A. The linear functional w. on Ha(a) defined by V/~(F) = 
(M)(J) is multiplicative, and it clearly is in the same part as pi = v/,,. Thus 
vs E P and Z(wo) =/3. One easily verifies that Z is a homeomorphism of P 
onto A. 
Finally, we prove that Z E Z,, and hence Z = Z,. If FE Z, then 
F(rp,) = 0, so F/Z E H”(a). But F/Z vanishes on P\{rpl}; and cp, is a limit 
point of this set, so F/Z E Z. It follows inductively that F/Zk E H”O(u), k = 
0, 1) 2 )..., and hence FEZ,. 
For example, suppose A is a uniform algebra on X and suppose o and v/ 
are distinct points in the same Gleason part P in M(A). Then p and w admit 
boundedly mutually absolutely continuous representing measures ,U and v 
[5, p. 1431. Let Ha(u) be the weak-* closure of A in L”O&). 
COROLLARY 3. Zf each f E A which is not identically zero can be written 
as f = Zg + f(q), where Z is an inner function in H”O(tt) with Z(p) = 0 and 
g E Ha(a), then there exists a one-to-one continuous map o from the unit 
disk A into P such that for each f E A, f 0 o E H*. Zf each a E P has a 
representing measure p, absolutely continuous with respect to p, then ts is 
onto as well. 
3. COMPOSITION WITH NON-INNER FUNCTIONS 
When Z is an inner function, C,(H”) = (f 0 I: f E H”} is weak-* closed 
and hence equal to the weak-* closure of the polynomials in I. If Z is not 
inner, this is not always the case. For example, if Z(z) = (1 + z)/2, then every 
function in C,(H”) is analytic across aA\{ 1 }. However, the closure of the 
polynomials in Z is all of H”O. The next corollary characterizes the weak-* 
closed subspaces of Hm that are the ranges of composition operators. We 
first prove a lemma, not all of which will be used in the proof of Corollary 4. 
However, it will clarify the corollary and will be used in the proof of 
Proposition 1 and again in Section 4. The norm closure of C,(Hm) will be 
denoted by c,(H”. The range of Z on A will be denoted by Z(A) and its 
closure by Z(A). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose Z E H”O is non-constant and 11Z11, < 1. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) Z is inner in C,(H”. 
(ii) I(d)xaA. 
(iii) C, is an isometry. 
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(iv) C,(ZP) is weak-* closed. 
(v) C,(H*) is norm closed. 
Proof of Lemma 6. If (i) holds, then the range of Z on the Shilov 
boundary of C,(H”) is all of the unit circle, by the argument used in the 
proof of Lemma 5. Since aH* restricted to c,(H”o) is a boundary for 
C,(Hm), the range of Z on 8H”O is all of the unit circle. This proves (ii). If 
(ii) holds, then [I(,? + 1)/2/l, = 1 for all I E aA. Since the essential range of Z 
on 3A is closed, 8A is contained in the essential range of I. This shows 
Ilf 0 41, = Ilfll, for all .fe H”O. If (iii) holds, by the Krein-Smulian 
theorem, we need only prove that the unit ball of C,(Hoo) is weak-* closed. If 
{f, o I} is bounded and converges weak-* to f E H”, then {f,} is bounded 
and has weak-* cluster point g. But then f,(Z(z)) converges to g(Z(z)) for 
z E A, and hence f = g o Z E C,(HW). Clearly (iv) implies (v). If C,(Hm) is 
norm closed, then C, is a one-to-one bounded linear transformation from Hm 
onto C,(H”O). If I=jlfll,>jlfoZll,, then l=llf”lj,>Ilf”oZll,= 
II f 0 Z/l”, . By the open mapping theorem there is an E > 0 so that /If o III: = 
IIf’ 0 Zll, 2 E Ilf” IL = E. Th is is clearly impossible. Thus C, is an isometry. 
Now iff 0 Hm, Ilf Iloo = Ilzfll, = Illfo ZII, < Ilf 0 Ill, = Ilfll,. We md.de 
IIIf~~ll, = Ilf o%r,. Thus {IZI = 11 is a boundary for C,(Ha,) and hence Z 
is inner in C,(H”). 
If M is a weak-* closed subalgebra of H O”, it can have inner divisors in 
two senses. One is, of course, as a subspace of Hm as defined in the 
Introduction. Alternatively, in keeping with the notation of Section 1, let ,D 
be Lebesgue measure on 8A and let Ha(u) = M. Then M can have inner 
divisors as a subspace of itself. We distinguish these two cases by saying, in 
the latter case, that M has inner divisors in M at a point z,, E A if whenever 
f E M with f (zO) = 0 and f not identically zero, there is a J E M, IJI = 1 on 
the Shilov boundary of M, with f/J E M and (f/J)(z,) # 0. 
COROLLARY 4. Let M be a weak-* closed subalgebra of H”. Then M is 
of the form C,(H”O) f or some Z E H*, ~~Z~~w < 1, ifand only ifM contains the 
constants and has inner divisors in M at some point z0 E A. 
We remark that the proof below works for weak-* closed subspaces M 
provided M has inner divisors, in the smallest weak-* closed subalgebra of 
H* containing M, at two points of A separated by M. We leave it to the 
interested reader to extend this corollary to other HP spaces. 
Proof of Corollary 4. If M is of the form C,(H”-‘) for some Z E Ha, 
(lZ(l, < 1, then 1 E M and Z is inner in M by Lemma 6. So M has inner 
divisors in M at all points of A. The converse follows from Theorem 2. As in 
the proof of Corollary 2, induction can be used to prove Lemma 3, requiring 
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inner divisors at only one point. Thus M = H”O o I. Again by Theorem 2, 
this equals C,(H”O). 
Rochberg [lo] has characterized the linear isometries of the disk algebra 
onto a subalgebra of the disk algebra. As a consequence of Lemma 6, we 
obtain a similar characterization for H”. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T be a linear transformation of Hm onto a 
subalgebra M of Hm containing the constants. Then T is an isometry if and 
only if T = X,, where ,I is a constant of modulus 1, 11 Z)loo < 1 and Z(A) 3 aA. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose T is an isometry. By a well-known 
function algebra result [6, lo], T(1) is an invertible inner function in M, S = 
T/T(l) is multiplicative, and T(z) is inner in M. Since the only invertible 
inner functions in M are constant, we may suppose T( 1) = 1. For f E Hm, 
let o,(f) denote the nth Cesiro mean off and let S,(f) denote the nth 
partial sum of the Fourier series ofJ: Let g, = f - a,(f) and note that 
I T(gJz)l G II W,(gJ)ll, + gn I,,,“)) (( IT(z) ’ co 
< II ~,k,)ll, + (II g,/l, + Il~,Wl,> I T@)lm+ ‘. 
For each w Il~,k>ll, converges to zero as n + co. Thus T( g,) converges 
pointwise boundedly on A to zero. Since T is multiplicative, T( g,) = T(J) - 
o,(f) 0 T(z). Since a,(f) converges pointwise boundedly on A to f, T(f) = 
f(T(z)). The converse follows immediately from Lemma 6. 
4. AUTOMORPHIC INNER FUNCTIONS 
As mentioned in Section 3, a subspace A4 of Hm can have inner divisors 
in two senses: as a subspace of H* and as a subspace of itself. The 
difference is highlighted by the next two corollaries which compare these 
notions with the notions of null sets for logarithmic capacity and null sets for 
analytic capacity, respectively. 
Let Z be a Fuchsian group acting on A. Following standard practice, we 
let A/T denote the associated Riemann surface. We will freely identify points 
z E A with their orbits Z(z) = {y(z): y E Z}, i.e., with points of A/T. The 
bounded analytic functions on A/T correspond to 
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If HP contains non-constant functions, then the Blaschke product 
converges in A. Here we take y(O)/] y(O)] to be 1 when y(0) = 0. For 
convenience, we assume that 0 is not a fixed point of any y E r, except the 
identity element. This can always be arranged by conjugating r, and will 
ensure that B, has only simple zeros. It is not difficult to show that 
-log (B,(z)1 is the Green’s function for A/T with singularity at 0, written 
g(z, 0). 
COROLLARY 5. If HT separates the points of A/T, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) HP has inner divisors in H” at 0. 
(ii) Hy = H” 0 I for some I inner in Hm. 
(iii) A/T is conformally equivalent to A\E, where E c A is relatively 
closed and has zero logarithmic capacity. 
(iv) Hy = H” 0 B,. 
This complements the results of Abrahamse [I] and Stephenson [1 I]. 
Proof of Corollary 5. Clearly, Hj? is a weak-* closed subalgebra of Hm. 
If f E HF and g E HP with f/g E Ha, then f/g E Hy . As in the proof of 
Corollary 2, this fact together with inner divisors at one point is sufficient o 
guarantee that HP = H* o I for some inner function I. If (ii) holds, since 
H,” separates the point of A/I’, I is a one-to-one conformal map of A/T onto 
Z(A). By Frostman’s theorem, the omitted set of I, A\l(A), has logarithmic 
capacity zero. If (iii) holds, the Green’s function for A/T with singularity at 0 
must have a single-valued harmonic conjugate function (mod 2x), since 
-log ](z - a)/(1 - Ez)] is the Green’s function in A\E with singularity at a. 
Thus B, E HF. Iff E HF with f (0) = 0, then f vanishes on r(0). Since B, is 
the Blaschke product with simple zeros precisely on r(O), f/B, E H”O and 
hence f/B, E HF. By Theorem 2, Hy = H” o B,. Clearly (iv) implies (i). 
We remark that the only place we needed to assume HF separates the 
points of A/T was to prove (ii) implies (iii). We do not know if it is sufficient 
to assume HF contains at least one non-constant function. We also note that 
if (iv) holds then B, automatically separates the points of A/T. For if 
a E A\T(O), 
h,(z) = - log B,(z) - Br(a) - 
l - Br(a) Br(z) 
is superharmonic on A and invariant under r. By definition of the Green’s 
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function with singularity at a, h,(z) > g(z, a) for all z EA. Notice that 
h,(O) = - log IB,.(a)l = g(a, 0) = g(0, a). Thus h,(z) = g(z, a) for all z EA. 
In particular h,(z) has singularities only at the points T(a). This proves B,. is 
one-to-one on A/T. 
It is well known that a relatively closed set E c A has zero logarithmic 
capacity if and only if each bounded harmonic function defined on A\E is 
the restriction to A\E of a bounded harmonic function on A. Painleve asked 
for a necessary and sufftcient condition on E such that each bounded 
analytic function on A\E extends to be analytic on A. Equivalently, when 
does E have zero analytic capacity ? See [8] for a brief survey of this 
problem. The next corollary gives an answer to Painleve’s problem. We do 
not claim to have “solved” this problem, however. A more reasonable 
solution would be a geometric ondition on E. 
COROLLARY 6. If H,” separates the points of A/T, then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) Hy has inner divisors in HF at 0. 
(ii) Hj? = Hm o Z for some I E H”O, llZllm < 1. 
(iii) A/T is conformally equivalent to A\E, where E c A is relatively 
closed and has zero analytic capacity. 
We remark that for any relatively closed set E c A, if Z is the Fuchsian 
group associated with A\E, then HF corresponds to the bounded analytic 
functions on A\E and hence separates the points of A/T. 
Proof of CoroElary 6. Since H,” is weak-* closed, Corollary 4 proves (i) 
is equivalent o (ii). Suppose (ii) holds. Let E = A/Z(A). If f is bounded and 
analytic on Z(A), then f o Z E HF, so by (ii), f o Z = F o Z for some FE H”. 
Thus f is the restriction of F to Z(A) and we see that E has zero analytic 
capacity. Since HP separates the points of A/Z’, Z must separate the points of 
A/Z’. Hence Z induces a one-to-one conformal map of A/T onto Z(A). This 
proves (iii). Finally suppose (iii) holds. Let q be the quotient map of A onto 
A/T, let r be the conformal map of A/T onto A\E, and let I = r 0 q. Each 
g E HP is, then, of the form g = f o Z, where f is bounded and analytic on 
A/E. Let F be the bounded analytic extension off to A. Then g = F 0 Z and 
soHF=HmoI. 
5. A UNIFORMLY CLOSED ALGEBRA WITH INNER DIVISORS 
The following example is a uniformly closed subalgebra of H” that 
satisfies hypotheses (i)-(v) in Ball’s theorem, yet is not of the form C,(H”O) 
for any function ZE H*, l1Zl1a < 1. If .Z is inner in H*, let S(J) denote the 
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singular set of J on the unit circle, ad. In other words, S(J) is the smallest 
closed subset of 3A such that J extends to be analytic in a neighborhood of 
aA\S(J). Let ]S(.Z)] denote the Lebesgue measure of S(J). Let B be the 
smallest uniformly closed algebra containing all inner functions J E H” with 
]S(.Z)] = 0. By a theorem of Fatou [6], any closed algebra B’ lying between 
the disk algebra, A, and Hm with the property that the inner factor of each 
function in B is also in Z?, must contain B. 
PROPOSITION 2. A f B$ H”O and B has inner-outer factorization. 
Proof: Suppose Z is inner and 8 is outer and ZBE B with IJIeII, = 1. If 
E > 0, find I ,,...,Zn with IS(Ij)I=O, 1 <j<n, and ]]I@-CJ=iAjZj]], < E. 
Now if x E S(Z)\lJy,, S(Zj) then each Ij is analytic near x. So there is a 
II E C with 118 - A / < E on the fiber of M(H”) over x. Since there must be a 
sequence z, E A converging to x with I(z,) converging to zero, ]A] < E. 
Consequently ]f?]=]Z8]<IZB-~]+]~] (2.5 a.e. on S(I). Since E>O is 
arbitrary, 0 = 0 a.e. on S(Z) and hence IS(I)1 = 0. This proves I E B and 
B # H”O. The proof that 0 E B is like the proof in Marshall [7] that inner 
functions generate Hm. If ]]Ze - Cj”= i AjZj]/, < E, by Nevanlinna’s theorem, 
there is an inner function J with aJ = -C ljIj + Ih for some h E H”O. In 
Chang and Marshall [3, Remark, p. 141 it was shown that we may take 
S(J) c S(I). This shows Ih E B and b ny= i Ij = E flrZ 1 IjI + C ljJI 
nk+jIk E B. For 0 < t 6 271, let 
h/2 + J ny= I Ije” 
I, = I + (h/2) J nr= I Ijei’ ’ 
If E < 1, then ]] hll < 2 and I, is an inner function. Since I, . I E B, 
I S(I, . Z)] = 0, and therefore (S(I,)l = 0. So I, E B. Notice h/2 = J‘i” I,(dt/2n) 
and by approximating this integral by Riemann sums, h E B. Finally, 
I(B-h(l=)lI8-IhII< Ie-WI. + T1.I.-Ih <2&. 
II - JJII lb IJ il 
This proves B has inner-outer factorization. It is not hard to see that B 
satisfies the remaining hypotheses in Ball’s theorem, except that it is not 
weak-* closed since it contains A and is not equal to Hm. 
As an aside, we remark that B is an algebra of the type studied by Chang 
and Marshall [3]. Let B, denote the uniformly closed subalgebra of La’ 
generated by H”O and the complex conjugates of those inner functions in B. 
If Z is inner and ZE B,, then ]]r-fJ]], < 1 for some f E H* and J inner, 
with IS(J)] = 0. Notice that ](J-- If]], < 1, so if (D E M(Hm) and p(I) = 0, 
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then [p(J)1 < 1. Thus S(Z) c S(J) so that Z E B. If C,, denotes the largest C* 
algebra containing all the invertible inner functions in B, , the above 
argument shows B = Hm n C,, . 
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